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Intrusion-detection systems (IDSs) form an important component of IT security architectures, but the low
proportion of hackers in the user population severely limits the usefulness of IDSs. Thus, even when the IDS is

good, an intrusion signal may not imply that the user is more likely to be a hacker than a normal user. Ignoring
the low base rate for the proportion of hackers results in acting on every intrusion signal, which is costly because
of the high rate of false alarms. This problem is known as the base-rate fallacy in IDSs. On the other hand,
ignoring intrusion signals renders IDSs useless. We propose and analyze waiting-time policies, which specify
a response to signals from IDSs. We formulate the problem as a stochastic dynamic programming model and
derive the optimal waiting time before acting upon an intrusion signal. Because the optimal policy is difficult
to implement in many situations, we also derive and theoretically analyze a myopic policy. Our simulations
suggest that the behavior of the myopic policy is qualitatively similar to that of the optimal policy. Further, the
myopic policy performs better than other policies often used in practice, such as the Bayes policy and m-strike
policies. The myopic policy can be implemented easily in a decision support system that supplements an IDS
to mitigate the base-rate fallacy and to improve the value of the IDS.
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1. Introduction
IT-based controls are deployed to secure informa-
tion assets. Intrusion-detection systems (IDSs) are one
such control, which complement preventive controls
such as firewalls and anti-virus software, by detecting
intrusions in real time. While preventive controls aim
to stop intrusions, IDSs attempt to detect intrusions
by external hackers that have passed through preven-
tive controls and intrusions by insiders, who often
form a major part of the hacker population (Escamilla
1998, Russell and Gangemi 1992).
An IDS detects intrusions by analyzing user log

files and network streams in user traffic. It gener-
ates an intrusion signal when it detects an event
that matches a predefined pattern associated with
known intrusions (signature-based detection) or an
event that varies significantly from the normal pro-
file of a user or a system (anomaly-based detection).
The effectiveness of an IDS is measured using two
parameters: the likelihood of getting an intrusion sig-
nal when an intrusion occurs (true positive or true
detection rate) and the likelihood of getting an intru-
sion signal when there is no intrusion (false posi-
tive or false alarm rate). The effectiveness depends

on various design factors, such as the technology
used (signature-based versus anomaly-based), design
specifications (e.g., the acceptable noise level in an
anomaly-based system), and the configuration (strict
versus loose).
Security experts have questioned the usefulness of

IDSs in protecting information assets. Gartner (2003)
dismisses IDSs as failed technology and recommends
allocation of all security budgets to preventive con-
trols, claiming that IDSs suffer from low detection
and high false alarm rates. Because hackers form only
a small part of the user population, an IDS with
even a low or moderate false alarm rate generates
more intrusion signals for normal users than for hack-
ers, thus making IDS signals less useful. Ignoring the
prior probability and acting on every IDS intrusion
signal, known as the base-rate fallacy (Axellson 2000)
is costly. On the other hand, ignoring intrusion sig-
nals renders the IDS useless. The proponents of IDSs
claim that because technology that completely pre-
vents intrusions does not exist, IDSs are the only effi-
cient mechanism to deal with intrusions that have
already occurred (Shipley 1999), and thus should be
deployed even with their inherent limitation.
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The base-rate fallacy stems from Bayes’ theorem
�A1�A2� � � � �An partition the sample space):

P�Ai � B
 = P�Ai

P�B �Ai
∑n

j=1 P�Aj
P�B �Aj


= Prior Probability

× Strength of Signal about Ai�

Consider two types of users: normal and hackers.
Assume P (hacker)= 1/1�000, a very high estimate in
reality, P (intrusion-signal � hacker) = P (no-intrusion-
signal � normal)= 0�75, typical for a high-quality IDS
(Axelsson 2000). Thus, P (hacker � intrusion-signal) �
0.003. This probability drops significantly when the
quality of the IDS degrades, or the proportion of
hackers in the population decreases. A low value
for P (hacker � intrusion-signal) means that acting on
every intrusion signal will be costly, but ignoring
intrusion signals from the IDS goes against the very
purpose of deploying it. For a perfect IDS—a 100%
detection rate and a zero false-positive rate—the base-
rate fallacy disappears. In fact, designing a perfect
IDS is one of the goals of security researchers. How-
ever, limitations of current detection technology make
it impossible to design a perfect IDS, so other mecha-
nisms to maximize the value with a less-than-perfect
IDS should be deployed.
We propose a solution to mitigate the negative ef-

fects arising from the low base rate of the propor-
tion of hackers. Instead of acting on an intrusion
signal immediately or ignoring the intrusion signal
completely, we may choose to wait to get additional
information and make a more informed decision later.
Waiting mitigates the base-rate fallacy: The estimate
of the probability that the user is a hacker increases
(decreases) if the user is indeed a hacker (normal user)
when we delay action. While waiting may reduce the
chance of taking an incorrect action, it also allows a
hacker to cause more damage, so the problem of how
long to wait becomes critical. Our policy can be imple-
mented as a decision support system (DSS) that uses
the IDS signals as input to make a recommendation
about when to take action against a user.
Our policies stipulate action when we get an intru-

sion or a no-intrusion signal from the IDS. We formu-
late the problem as a stochastic dynamic programming
model and derive the optimal solution. Because the
optimal policy may be difficult to implement, we also
derive and analyze a myopic policy; the myopic pol-
icy waits longer before taking action. The waiting time
under the myopic policy is higher (lower) when (i) the
cost of taking action against a normal user is higher
(lower), (ii) the cost of waiting to take action against
a hacker is lower (higher), or (iii) the proportion of
hackers in the user population is lower (higher). The

myopic policy waits longer when hackers take more
frequent actions; however, it waits longer when nor-
mal users take more frequent actions only if the wait-
ing time is short. The optimal waiting time increases
(decreases) as we become more risk-averse if the ratio
of the cost of waiting to the cost of taking action
against a normal user is sufficiently large (small). The
optimal policy is qualitatively similar to that of the
myopic policy, so our analysis of the myopic policy is
likely to hold for the optimal policy too.
Our analysis is restricted largely to the myopic pol-

icy. A comparison of the myopic policy with other
policies such as the simple Bayes policy and the
commonly used m-strike policy, which refers to the
policy of taking action after getting m intrusion sig-
nals from the IDS, proved to be intractable, so we
numerically compared the myopic policy with Bayes
and m-strike policies. The myopic policy usually per-
formed better than these policies. There is benefit to
using the myopic policy when deploying a less-than-
perfect IDS, and the myopic policy is effective in mit-
igating the base-rate fallacy.
In §2, we review the literature, and describe our

model in §3. In §4, we derive the optimal policy. In §5,
we study the myopic policy and analyze its proper-
ties analytically. We compare the myopic policy, Bayes
policy, and m-strike policies numerically in §6. We
conclude in §7.

2. Literature Review
Since Denning (1987), researchers have investigated
IDSs, primarily from a technical perspective in two
broad streams: design and configuration. The first
stream has focused on developing and improving
algorithms (both signature-based and anomaly-based)
to detect intrusions. For signature-based systems, see
Porras and Kemmerer (1992), Lunt (1993), and Kumar
and Spafford (1996). For anomaly-based systems,
see D’haeseleer et al. (1996), Porras and Neumann
(1997), Neumann and Porras (1999), and Zamboni and
Spafford (1999). Several studies, including the well-
known Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) study, evaluated the performance of IDSs
(Lippman et al. 2000) using controlled experiments.
These studies used detection rate and false alarm rate
as performance measures. The main goal of technical
research on IDSs has been to increase the detection
rate for a given false-positive rate, or reduce the false-
positive rate for a given detection rate. Because costs
of false-positive and false-negative errors are differ-
ent, Lee et al. (2001) proposed an adaptive algorithm
that incorporates cost elements associated with giving
an intrusion signal.
The second stream is more recent. Because there

may be different tolerance levels for false positives
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and intrusion detection, researchers have begun to
investigate how to configure a given IDS accordingly
(Cavusoglu et al. 2005). Ulvila and Gaffney (2004) pro-
posed a decision analysis approach, and Cavusoglu
and Raghunathan (2004) compared decision analysis
and game-theoretic approaches. We assume that an
IDS with a specific configuration is given and address
how to use the given IDS, i.e., when to take an action
following a signal from the IDS, to minimize the cost
of dealing with intrusions.
In medical testing, Ozekici and Pliska (1991) ana-

lyzed scheduling diagnostic inspections of a patient
whose health can deteriorate according to a Markov
process. In reliability, Diamond (1982) considers an
inspector, with a finite number of inspections at his
disposal, who aims to detect fraud by the inspectee.
The loss incurred is a function of the undetected time
period, as in our model.

3. Model Description
An IDS analyzes each user action and generates a sig-
nal. A user action involves a system-level action, such
as invoking a system command, which is recorded
in the user log file. The prior probability that a user
is a hacker is p0. User actions arrive in independent
Poisson processes with rate �H for hackers and �N for
normal users (Jonsson and Olovsson 1997, Moitra and
Konda 2000). Typically �H ≤ �N because hackers tend
to analyze carefully results of their past actions before
deciding their future course of action. All hacker
actions are intrusive, and all actions of a normal user
are benign. After every user action, the IDS signals
whether the user’s action is an intrusion. We use
Si = 0 and Si = 1, respectively, to denote the intru-
sion signal and the no-intrusion signal after the ith
user action. The quality of the IDS is determined by
its classification accuracy. Let p�Si = 1 �Hacker
= �H

i

and p�Si = 0 � Normal User
 = �N
i . The signals from

the IDS for a particular user are independent; i.e., the
value of a signal after a user action depends only on
whether the user is a hacker or a normal user and not
on prior signals generated for the same user. Depen-
dence between signals over time will change only the
probability-updating process, captured by (1) and (2)
below in §4. We assume that the IDS performs at least
as well as random guessing, i.e., �H

i , �N
i ≥ 1/2. Let pi

be the firm’s posterior probability that the user is a
hacker given the signal history up to the ith signal
from the IDS, which occurs at time ti.
In response to a signal from the IDS, we may take

an action (e.g., terminating the user’s session) against
the user. A cost cN is incurred when an action is incor-
rectly taken against a normal user. Undetected hack-
ing activity incurs a cost cH that is a nondecreasing
convex function of time, i.e., �cH/�t� �2cH/�t2 ≥ 0. The

functional forms we use for the damage caused by a
hacker and for the IDS quality in detecting intrusions
assume that we restrict our analysis to only one type
of intrusion. Another way of interpreting this assump-
tion is that all types of intrusions are equally likely to
be detected and cause the same amount of damage. It
may be impossible to assess or to recognize the actual
damage, but we can estimate it.
The goal is to determine the optimal time to wait

before concluding that the user is a hacker and ter-
minating the user’s session. We use the following
waiting-time strategy. After each signal from the IDS,
we update the posterior probability that the user is
a hacker (or a normal user) and compute its opti-
mal waiting time. Let fi be the waiting time (grace
period) after the ith user action. If the user takes no
new action (so the IDS gives no more signals before fi

elapses), we conclude that the user is a hacker and ter-
minate the session. If the IDS gives a signal before the
grace period elapses, we update the posterior proba-
bility and compute fi+1. For example, in Figure 1, we
take no action after observing the ith signal (intrusion
signal or no-intrusion signal), which arrives at time ti;
instead, we set a grace period of fi. Because this time
does not elapse by the time the next user action is
observed at ti+1, we set a new grace period fi+1. The
action is taken at ti+1 + fi+1 because signal i + 2 does
not arrive before ti+1 + fi+1. The process is repeated
until we either conclude that the user is a hacker and
terminate the session, or the user leaves the system.
We derive the optimal waiting time by maximiz-

ing the expected future utility (or minimizing the
expected future disutility). The disutility, as a function
of cost, depends on the risk profile, for which we use
the power function V �c
= c�, where c is the expected
cost, and � > 0 is the risk parameter. � > 1, �= 1, and
� < 1, respectively, capture risk aversion, risk neutral-
ity, and risk seeking. In the IT security context, we
would expect either risk aversion or risk neutrality, so
assume �≥ 1. Table 1 gives some additional notation.
We use a decision-theoretic model to determine the

waiting-time policy; i.e., we assume that users do not
change their actions in response to the policy.

4. Optimal Policy
In this section, we derive the optimal waiting policy,
f ∗

i , by minimizing the expected disutility during the

ti+1 ti+2

fi

ti

fi+1

Figure 1 Illustration of Detection Procedure
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Table 1 Additional Notation

	Si Vector of signals until and including the ith signal
CH�

	Si � ti � Expected cost during �ti �
� if the user is a hacker
CN�

	Si � ti � Expected cost during �ti �
� if the user is a normal user
V � 	Si � ti � Expected disutility during �ti �
�. Later, we use V with

subscripts N and H to indicate the expected utility for a
normal user and a hacker, respectively.

period �ti�

. If we wait for fi units of time when
we receive the ith signal, then two cases can occur:
(i) A new signal does not arrive before ti + fi, result-
ing in the conclusion at time ti + fi that the user is
a hacker, or (ii) a new signal arrives before ti + fi,
causing computation of a new optimal waiting policy,
f ∗

i+1, based on the new information. The decision tree
for computing the expected disutility during [ti�
) is
in Figure 2. The expression at a leaf node of the tree
represents the firm’s disutility at that node.
In scenario (i), the user is a hacker, and we cor-

rectly identify that and take action at time ti + fi.
Thus, the cost incurred during [ti�
) is cH�ti + fi
 −
cH�ti
, which translates into a disutility of �cH�ti+fi
−
cH�ti



�. In scenario (ii), the user is a hacker, and a
new no-intrusion signal is generated by the IDS before
the end of the grace period. In this case, we com-
pute f ∗

i+1 at ti+1. The expected disutility during [ti�
)
is �cH�ti+1
− cH�ti
+CH� 	Si ∪ �0�� ti+1

�. We incur cost
cH�ti+1
−cH�ti
 during [ti� ti+1), and the last term is the
cost incurred during [ti+1�
). In scenario (iii), the user

Hacker
pi

Terminate

fi

Normal user 1–pi

Terminate

V(Si, ti)

VN(Si, ti)

VH(Si, ti)

ti+1< ti + fi

ti+1 >ti + fi

fi+1

fi+1

fi+1

fi+1

ti+1 <ti + fi

Si+1 = 0

Si+1 = 1

Si+1 = 0

Si+1 = 1

ti+1>ti+fi

1– θi+1
N

1– θi+1
H

θi+1
N

θi+1
H

(cN)β                                                                        (iv)

(cH(ti +fi) – cH(ti))
β                                            (i)

ˆ

(cH(ti+1) – cH(ti)+CH(Si{0}, ti+1))β      (ii)ˆ

(CN(Si{0}, ti+1))β                                           (v)ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

(CN(Si{1}, ti+1))β                                         (vi)ˆ

(cH(ti+1) – cH(ti)+CH(Si{1}, ti+1))β    (iii)ˆ

Figure 2 Decision-Tree Representation of Intrusion-Detection Problem at Time ti

is a hacker and a new intrusion signal is generated by
the IDS before we take action. Similar to scenario (ii),
we compute f ∗

i+1 at ti+1 in this scenario. The disutility
during [ti�
) is �cH�ti+1
− cH�ti
+CH� 	Si ∪ �1�� ti+1

�.
Scenarios (iv)–(vi) capture similar possibilities for a
normal user.
We compute the posterior probability pi, given the

signal history 	Si, using Bayes’ rule as

pi = P�Hacker � 	Si


=pi−1
P� 	Si �Hacker


P� 	Si �Normal User
�1−pi−1
+P� 	Si �Hacker
pi−1
�

(1)

which can be written as

pi =




pi−1
�H

i

�1− �N
i 
�1− pi−1
+ �H

i pi−1
if Si = 1

pi−1
1− �H

i

�N
i �1− pi−1
+ �1− �H

i 
pi−1
if Si = 0�

(2)

Next, we present the result regarding how the optimal
waiting policy affects the base-rate fallacy.

Proposition 1. pi is monotonically increasing (decreas-
ing) in i for a hacker (normal user).
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The proofs for all propositions are in the Online Sup-
plement to this paper (available at http://joc.pubs.
informs.org/ecompanion.html).
Proposition 1 offers a rationale to wait for addi-

tional signals before acting. Waiting improves the
expected accuracy of the classification of the user.
However, waiting cost is high if the user happens to
be a hacker. Consequently, we cannot wait indefinitely
and should determine the optimal waiting time.
Using the decision tree, we can write the minimum

expected disutility at ti with a signal history of 	Si as

V � 	Si� ti


=min
fi

pi

{
e−�H fi �cH�ti + fi
− cH�ti
 

�

+
∫ ti+fi

ti

�He−�H �ti+1−ti
�1− �H
i+1


· ��cH�ti+1
− cH�ti
 +CH� 	Si ∪ �0�� ti+1


� dti+1

·
∫ ti+fi

ti

�He−�H �ti+1−ti
�H
i+1��cH�ti+1
− cH�ti
 

+CH� 	Si∪�1��ti+1


�dti+1

}

+ �1− pi


{
e−�N fi�cN 
� +

∫ ti+fi

ti

�N e−�N �ti+1−ti


·�N
i+1�CN � 	Si∪�0��ti+1



�dti+1

·
∫ ti+fi

ti

�N e−�N �ti+1−ti
�1− �N
i+1


· �CN � 	Si ∪ �1�� ti+1


� dti+1

}
� (3)

The model in (3) is a stochastic dynamic program,
which may be solved using a backward induction
procedure if the parameter values are known. How-
ever, as in many stochastic dynamic programs, obtain-
ing an analytical solution may be impossible except
for simple functional forms for cH (Ross 1983). We
use a stepwise cost function to illustrate the backward
induction procedure next.
In the stepwise function, the cost from a hack-

ing activity increases only when the hacker acts. We
chose the stepwise function to illustrate the solu-
tion procedure for three reasons. First, it is a rea-
sonable approximation for the cost caused by hacker
actions. This approximation states that once a hacker
command is executed, the entire damage from that
action is incurred instantaneously, and no further
damage occurs until the next hacker command. Sec-
ond, it allows derivation of the analytical solution.
Third, any continuous function can be approximated
to any degree of accuracy by a well-chosen stepwise
function.

For our illustration, we further assume that the
hacker takes a maximum of only two actions during a
session and leaves the system after the second action.
This assumption is not required, but we made it for
exposition. The disutility-minimization model at t0 for
the stepwise function is

V � 	S0� t0
 = min
f0

p0

∫ t0+f0

t0

�He−�H �t1−t0


·��1−�H
1 
��cH�t1
−cH�t0
 +CH� 	S0∪�0��t1



�

+�H
1 ��cH�t1
−cH�t0
 +CH�	S0∪�1��t1



� dt1

+ �1− p0


(
e−�N f0�cN 
� +

∫ t0+f0

t0

�N e−�N �t1−t0


·��N
1 �CN � 	S0∪�0��t1



�+�1−�N
1 


· �CN � 	S0 ∪ �1�� t1


� dt1

)
� (4)

The above model uses the fact that, in the stepwise
function, cH�ti + fi
 = cH�ti
 when ti + fi < ti+1. Let s
assume a value of 0 or 1 depending on whether IDS
generates a nonintrusion or intrusion signal, respec-
tively. The following equalities hold given that the
user takes a maximum of only two actions:

VN � 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1
= e−�N �f1 �S1=s
�cN 
�#

VH� 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1
= �1− e−�H �f1 �S1=s

�cH�t2
− cH�t1


�

CN � 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1
= e−�N �f1 �S1=s
cN #

CH� 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1
= �1− e−�H �f1 �S1=s

�cH�t2
− cH�t1

�

To drive the optimal policy at t0, we start from the
optimal policy at t1. We will minimize the following
expression at t1:

min
�f1 �S1=s


�p1 � S1 = s
VH� 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1


+ �1− �p1 � S1 = s

VN � 	S0 ∪ �s�� t1
�

Solving the above model, we get the following opti-
mal waiting policy at time t1.
If �N > �H ,

�f ∗
1 � S1 = s


= �ln��N �1− �p1 � S1 = s
 �cN 
�
− ln��H�p1 � S1 = s


· �cH�t2
− cH�t1
 
�

 · ��N −�H
−1�

If �N ≤ �H ,


�f ∗
1 � S1 = s
=
 if �p1 � S1 = s
�cH�t2
− cH�t1
 

�

< �1− �p1 � S1 = s

�cN 
�

�f ∗
1 � S1 = s
= 0 if �p1 � S1 = s
�cH�t2
− cH�t1
 

�

≥ �1− �p1 � S1 = s

�cN 
�




�
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A waiting time of 
 means that we wait until we
get the next signal or until the user leaves the system.
Note that when the model parameters are known,
�f ∗
1 � S1 = 0
 and �f ∗

1 � S1 = 1
, and hence, VN � 	S0∪ �s�� t1

and VH� 	S0∪ �s�� t1
 can be computed using the param-
eter values. Substituting these values into (4) and
solving for f0 gives the following solution:
If �N > �H ,

f ∗
0 = ln��N �1− p0
��cN 
� −B

− ln��Hp0A


�N −�H

�

If �N ≤ �H ,{
f ∗
0 =
 if p0A+ �1− p0
B < �1− p0
�cN 
�

f ∗
0 = 0 otherwise

}
�

where A = �1 − �H
1 
��cH�t1
 − cH�t0
 + CH� 	S0 ∪

�0�� t1


� + �H

1 ��cH�t1
 − cH�t0
 + CH� 	S0 ∪ �1�� t1


� and

B = �N
1 �CN � 	S0 ∪ �0�� t1



� + �1− �N
1 
�CN � 	S0 ∪ �1�� t1



�.
In the above expressions, �1− p0
c

�
N represents the

disutility of taking action immediately and p0A +
�1 − p0
B represents the disutility of waiting for the
next signal. If the damage cost follows a stepwise
function, then we can implement standard backward
induction to derive the optimal waiting-time policy.
However, analytical solutions are difficult to obtain
for other cost functions. Because we desire an imple-
mentable policy, we seek approximate solutions that
are easy to compute. One straightforward strategy
is to approximate the damage cost using a step-
wise function so that we can readily apply backward
induction. A second approach is to solve a myopic
model that minimizes only the disutility incurred
until the next decision point. That is, at every deci-
sion point, we minimize the cost incurred up to the
next decision point instead of considering all future
decision points. We analyze this model next.

5. Myopic Policy
Under the myopic policy, at every decision point i,
we determine fi by minimizing the expected disu-
tility incurred during the period between ti and the
time at which we make the next decision, which could
be either ti+1 or ti + fi. Under this policy, disutility
beyond min�ti + fi� ti+1� is ignored. That is, the opti-
mization model for the myopic policy can be derived
from the exact model (3) by setting CN � 	Si ∪ �s�� ti+1

and CH� 	Si ∪ �s�� ti+1
 to zero. This gives the following
disutility function for the myopic policy:

V � 	Si� ti


=min
fi

pi

∫ ti+fi

ti

�He−�H �ti+1−ti
�cH�ti+1
− cH�ti
 
� dti+1

+ e−�H fipi�cH�ti + fi
− cH�ti
 
� + e−�N fi �1− pi
c

�
N � (5)

The first-order condition for the above model is

pie
−�H fi��cH�ti + fi
− cH�ti
 

�−1 �cH

�t

∣∣∣∣
ti+fi

−�N e−�N fi �1− pi
c
�
N = 0� (6)

The second-order condition for minimization is

−�N ��H −�N 
e��H−�N 
fi �1− pi
c
�
N

+ pi���− 1
�cH�ti + fi
− cH�ti
 
�−2

(
�cH

�t

∣∣∣∣
ti+fi

)2

+ pi��cH�ti + fi
− cH�ti
 
�−1 �

2cH

�t2

∣∣∣∣
ti+fi

> 0�

which is satisfied when �N ≥ �H . We assume �N ≥ �H

in our subsequent analysis. Let the optimal waiting
times at ti under the optimal policy and the myopic
policy be f

∗optimal
i and f

∗myopic
i , respectively. Then, we

can show the following result.

Proposition 2. f
∗optimal
i ≤ f

∗myopic
i for all i.

Because the myopic policy ignores the disutility
incurred beyond the next signal, it underestimates
the cost of waiting. Consequently, the myopic pol-
icy results in a longer-than-optimal waiting time and,
hence, a larger expected damage cost from hacking.
The myopic policy is the solution to the first-order

differential equation in (6), which is simpler to solve
than the optimal model for a variety of functional
forms of cH . For example, for �H = �N = � and the
linear damage cost function, cH�t
 = At, and in case
of risk neutrality, while the optimal policy cannot be
derived in closed form, the myopic policy is as fol-
lows:

�cH

�t

∣∣∣∣
t=ti+fi

= �

(
1
pi

− 1
)

cN � (7)

which can be solved analytically for a variety of func-
tional forms of cH . For the risk-averse case, obtaining
closed-form solutions for the myopic policy is more
difficult; however, numerical solutions can be easily
obtained. Further analysis of the waiting time under
the myopic policy, characterized by (6), shows the fol-
lowing results about how various parameters affect
the waiting time under the myopic policy.

Proposition 3 (Characteristics of the Myopic
Policy). (i) �fi/�cN > 0, (ii) �fi/�pi < 0, (iii) �fi/��H > 0,
(iv) if fi > 1/�N then �fi/��N < 0 else �fi/��N > 0, (v) if
��cH�ti + fi
 − cH�ti
 /cN 
 < e�−1
/� then �fi/�� > 0 else
�fi/�� < 0, (vi) �fi/�ti < 0.

Because the myopic policy balances the cost of tak-
ing action against a normal user with the benefit of
obtaining additional information about the user, a
higher cost of taking action against a normal user
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results in a longer waiting time as shown in Proposi-
tion 3(i). Proposition 3(ii) shows that at any decision
point, a higher probability that the user is a hacker
results in a shorter waiting time. The reason for this is
that a higher probability decreases the expected ben-
efit from waiting for additional information.
Intuitions for Propositions 3(iii) and 3(iv) are not

as obvious as for Propositions 3(i) and 3(ii). Proposi-
tion 3(iii) states that a higher signal frequency from
a hacker increases the waiting time. However, more
frequent signals from a normal user increase the wait-
ing time only when the mean inter-arrival time of
signals from normal users is more than the waiting
time (Proposition 3(iv)). These results are somewhat
counterintuitive as we would expect more frequent
signals, or smaller time intervals between signals, to
reduce the waiting time. The explanation for these
results lies in the comparison between the marginal
benefit of waiting for the new information, given
by �N e−�N fi �1 − pi
cN , and the marginal loss from
waiting due to possible higher damage, given by
pie

−�H fi �cH/�t�ti+fi
, as in (6). At optimality, we choose

the waiting time for which the marginal benefit from
waiting equals the marginal loss from waiting. The
marginal-cost and marginal-benefit expressions reveal
that the arrival rate of hacker (normal user) signals
affects only the marginal cost (benefit) from wait-
ing. When the signals from a hacker are more (less)
frequent, the marginal cost from waiting decreases
(increases) as evident from the term e−�H fi , but the
marginal benefit remains unaffected, which, in turn,
causes an increase (decrease) in the waiting time.
Another, perhaps more intuitive, explanation for why
we will increase the waiting time when the arrival
rate of signals from hackers increases is as follows. If
hackers were to take actions more quickly, the wait-
ing time to receive the next signal will be sooner.
Extending the waiting time in this case is not likely to
increase the loss from a hacker because we are likely
to get a signal from the hacker sooner than before, and
consequently, we will have an opportunity to make
a more informed decision. However, extending the
waiting time reduces the risk of terminating a nor-
mal user. On the contrary, reducing the waiting time
when the signals from a hacker become more frequent
will definitely increase the risk of terminating a nor-
mal user, but does not guarantee that that loss from a
hacker will decrease because our opportunity to make
a more informed decision is also reduced.
The marginal-benefit expression, �N e−�N fi �1− pi
cN ,

which depends only on the arrival rate of signals
from a normal user, has the shape of an exponential
distribution, as shown in Figure 3. When the arrival
rate of information from a normal user increases
from �1 to �2, the marginal benefit of waiting for the
additional information increases only when fi < f ∗,

f
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Figure 3 Marginal Benefit from Waiting for Various Values of �N

so Proposition 3(iv) results. Intuitively, if the signals
from a normal user become more frequent, then wait-
ing longer before taking action may not reduce the
cost of incorrectly terminating a normal user. This
occurs when the waiting time is already large enough
so that the probability of incorrectly terminating a
normal user is small. In this situation, we will be bet-
ter off reducing the waiting time to at least reduce
the possible damage from hackers. On the other hand,
when the signals from a normal user become more
frequent, if waiting to take action reduces the cost of
incorrectly terminating a normal user, then we will
benefit from increasing the waiting time. However,
the increase in the waiting time will be mitigated by
the increase in damage by hackers.
Proposition 3(v) shows the effect risk aversion on

the waiting time. It is intuitive that when the cost of
waiting, i.e., cH�ti+fi
−cH�ti
, is more than the cost cN

of taking incorrect action, a higher risk aversion, i.e.,
higher �, will always result in a shorter waiting time.
This follows from the fact that the right-hand side of
the condition in Proposition 3(v), e−1/�, is less than
one. If the cost of waiting is less than the cost of taking
an incorrect action, then the waiting time may initially
increase with an increase in risk aversion, but begins
to decrease when risk aversion is sufficiently high.
Proposition 3(vi) shows that the waiting time de-

creases with t, as expected because as t increases, the
marginal cost of waiting increases. However, the ben-
efit from waiting does not change with time. Con-
sequently, waiting becomes less attractive and we
decrease the waiting time as t increases.
The myopic policy is easier to implement than is

the optimal policy. Implementing the myopic policy
as a separate DSS tool is appropriate for passive IDSs
that only give signals about user activities. It can also
be embedded into IDSs to make them active so that
they not only detect intrusions but also take actions.
While the myopic policy has nice theoretical prop-

erties as shown in Proposition 3, prior to imple-
menting the myopic or any other policy, we need to
determine how well the policy performs compared to
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the optimal policy in the target environment. In the
next section, we compare the optimal policy with the
myopic and other common static policies via numer-
ical experiments.

6. Comparison of Optimal, Myopic,
and Other Policies

We performed two sets of numerical experiments. In
the first, we investigated whether the behavior of the
myopic policy is similar to that of the optimal policy,
enabling us to conclude whether the myopic policy is
a good substitute for the exact policy. In the second set
of experiments, which was much more extensive, we
compared the myopic policy with the simple Bayes
policy and a family of static policies to which we
refer as the m-strike policies. Further, in the theoretical
analysis we assumed that all exogenous parameters
are known constants. In the second set of numerical
experiments, we relaxed this assumption and incor-
porated variability into the parameters.

6.1. Comparison of Optimal and Myopic Policies
We assumed that a user entered the system at time
zero and remained in the system for two actions, leav-
ing the system if the system did not terminate the user
before two actions. We let CH�t
=At. The linear dam-
age cost function and the restriction of the number of
user actions to two were required to derive the exact
optimal policy. Further, we assumed risk neutrality.
We simulated 100 batches of 1,000 users each for

each set of parameter values: p0 ∈ �0�001�0�01�0�05�
0�1�, �H��N ∈ �1�2�4�8�, �H = �N ∈ �0�5�0�75�0�9�
0�99�, cN ∈ �0�5�1�2�5�, and CH�t
 = At, A ∈ �1�2�
5�10�. We restricted �H ≤ �N . The firm’s total cost
per user (TC) was lower under the optimal policy
than under the myopic policy. The difference between
the costs under the optimal policy and the myopic
policy ranged from 0% to 16% of optimal. Table A1
in the Online Supplement provides our estimates of
total cost per user, depicted in Figures 4–9, which
compare optimal and myopic policies and standard
errors of these estimates (the standard errors are all
sufficiently small to make our comparisons statisti-
cally significant). The effects of cN on TC under the
two waiting-time policies are in Figure 4. TC increases
as cN increases under both policies because, as the
cost of taking action against a normal user increases,
waiting for information becomes more attractive com-
pared to taking an action. However, the additional
waiting results in a higher damage cost due to hack-
ing (Figure 5).
In Figure 6, a higher �H and �N represents a higher-

quality IDS, and TC decreases under both policies.
When the IDS is near perfect ��H = �N = 0�99
, the
time to detect a hacker is close to zero, and the accu-
racy of detection is close to 100%. In the near-perfect
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IDS case, the optimal policy and the myopic policy
are almost identical.
The effect of the proportion of hackers in the

user population is in Figure 7 while the effects of
rates of information arrivals from users are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. Under both policies, as the pro-
portion of hackers increases, TC increases first, but
TC starts to decrease when the proportion of hackers
reaches a threshold value because, as the proportion
of hackers increases, both policies reduce their wait-
ing times terminating users faster, which increases the
cost of mistermination. The cost increases initially, but
after the proportion of hackers reaches a threshold,
there is no need to shorten the waiting time; instead,
we can eliminate the waiting time altogether. The
effects of arrival rates of information from hackers
and normal users are similar for both policies, and
are consistent with Propositions 3(iii) and 3(iv). TC
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decreases with �H since a higher �H allows us to
improve the accuracy of detection. In our simulations,
TC decreases with �N also.

6.2. Comparison of the Myopic Policy with Bayes
and m-Strike Policies

In the second set of simulations, we removed many
of the restrictions imposed in the first set. Specifically,
(a) We considered risk aversion as well, with a

quadratic disutility function.
(b) We allowed the parameter values p0, �H , �N , and

A to come from normal distributions, with standard
deviation equal to one fourth of the mean, because
estimates of these parameters often have significant
uncertainty. The mean values were the same as those
used in the first set. We excluded values that were
outside the valid range for a parameter, viz., negative
values, from our simulations.
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(c) We allowed a user to remain in the system for
five actions instead of two.
The second set of experiments compares the myopic

policy with other commonly used policies, specifically
the Bayes and the m-strike.
In the Bayes policy, either we take action immedi-

ately after receiving a signal from the IDS, or wait to
get another signal. Thus, if the expected cost of taking
action immediately after a signal is smaller than the
expected cost of waiting for another signal, we take
action immediately after receiving the signal. This is
a specialized version of the myopic policy in that fi is
restricted to either zero (immediate action) or infinity
(waiting for the next signal). Unlike m-strike policies,
the Bayes policy considers the firm’s cost, and, unlike
myopic policy, it does not compute optimal waiting
time. Substituting fi = 0 in (5), we get the expected
disutility of taking an action immediately as �1−pi
c

�
N .
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Letting fi → 
 in (5), we get the expected disutility
of waiting for the next signal as ��A/�H
�pi. Thus,
the Bayes policy takes action at time ti if �1− pi
c

�
N <

��A/�H
�pi given that CH�t
= �At
�.
The m-strike policy takes action when we receive m

intrusion signals from the IDS. The no-action pol-
icy ignores IDS signals altogether, the same as the
m-strike policy when m→
. We consider these poli-
cies since the base-rate fallacy may cause us to ignore
signals. The 1-strike trusts the IDS completely, and
the 
-strike policy completely distrusts IDS. m-strike
policies do not minimize cost, but they may be attrac-
tive because they require no estimation cost parame-
ters or probabilities, and can be easily implemented.
We compare these policies on expected total disu-

tility (TDU), identical to the expected TC under risk-
neutrality, expected time to detect a hacker (TD),
true-positive-to-false-positive ratio (TP/FP), and our
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estimate of the probability that the user is a hacker
when we receive m intrusion signals given that the
user is in fact a hacker. The last measure is used to
compare only m-strike policies.
We simulated 100 batches of 1,000 users each for

each set of parameter values. We used the same com-
binations of parameter values as before, but now they
are the means of normal distributions. The average
values for each performance measure, computed over
all scenarios generated for each policy, are in Fig-
ures 10–13. The simulation results (both mean and
standard error) used to generate Figures 10–13 are
provided in Tables S1–S6 of the Online Supplement.
The myopic policy had the least expected disu-

tility for both the risk-neutral and risk-averse cases
(Figure 10). The difference between the expected disu-
tility under a given policy and that under the myopic
policy, as percentage of the latter, is in Table 2. The
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Table 2 Percent Increase in Disutility Relative to the Myopic Policy

Policy\% increase 0–50 50–200 200–500 >500

Bayes 57 30 9 4
1-Signal 11 37 30 22
2-Signal 0 57 21 21
3-Signal 28 34 15 23
4-Signal 33 18 13 36
5-Signal 38 15 13 35
No Action 35 17 13 35

Bayes and static policies result in more than a 50%
increase in disutility in more than 43% of the tri-
als. The myopic clearly beats other simpler and static
policies.
While the time to detect a hacker is not the low-

est and the TP/FP ratio is not the highest under the
myopic policy, the myopic policy trades off these two
quantities to achieve a lower average cost. In Fig-
ure 13, for a hacker, the estimate of the probability
that the user is a hacker given m intrusion signals
increases with m, so given a hacker, additional wait-
ing enabled by a larger m improves the estimate of
the probability that the user is a hacker; i.e., wait-
ing mitigates the base-rate fallacy. Within the fam-
ily of m-strike policies, detection accuracy improves
with m, but expected cost also increases, implying that
high accuracy does not translate into an overall pos-
itive effect if achieving higher accuracy takes longer,
because damage cost increases with time. The optimal
policy trades off higher accuracy and time required to
achieve it.
In summary, the optimal policy was qualitatively

similar to the myopic policy, so the theoretical results
on the myopic policy are likely to hold for the opti-
mal policy too. The myopic policy is nearly identical
to the optimal policy when the cost of taking action
against a normal user is high, the cost of undetected
hacking does not increase significantly with time, the
quality of the IDS is either sufficiently high or suffi-
ciently low, the proportion of hackers in the user pop-
ulation is low, or when hackers (normal users) take
more (fewer) actions per unit time. The myopic pol-
icy was better than Bayes and m-strike in almost all
cases.

7. Conclusions and Limitations
Implementation of the proposed policies has sev-
eral limitations. Both myopic and optimal policies re-
quire several parameters related to costs, the IDS, and
hacker behavior. Though estimates of security costs
are difficult to obtain, there are efforts to quantify
these costs (Lee et al. 2001, Iheagwara 2004, Cavu-
soglu et al. 2004). Gordon and Loeb (2001) state that
security frauds are often committed to gather com-
petitive intelligence data. Thus the dollar amount

the competitors are willing to pay for such infor-
mation can be used to estimate the loss from secu-
rity breaches. There is a vast literature on evaluation,
benchmarking, and comparison of security products
(Aguirre and Hill 1997, Puketza et al. 1997, Lipp-
mann et al. 2000, Durst et al. 1999, NSS Group 2001).
Obtaining user-related data, for example, the bene-
fit from hacking is more difficult. Data collection has
begun about hacker behavior with the help of honey-
pots (Honeynet Project 2004, Spitzner 2002). If good
estimates are unavailable, our model can still be used
to perform sensitivity analysis. Further, we used a
decision-theoretic approach in that we ignored the
hacker’s reactions to the waiting-time policies. Given
that IT security can be viewed as a game between
the firm and hackers, incorporating game-theoretic
aspects could enrich the model.
One potentially fruitful extension lies in modeling

the information content of the signal from IDSs. We
assumed that the IDS generates a binary signal indi-
cating whether the user’s activity is intrusive. Because
many IDSs serve as decision support tools, develop-
ers have begun to enrich the signal by incorporat-
ing additional information such as attack severity and
likelihood of attack in these signals. We assumed that
the firm uses only one IDS, but multiple IDSs with
different capabilities could increase detection accu-
racy. While higher detection accuracy mitigates the
base-rate problem, determining optimal waiting time
remains as long as detection is imperfect. Another
extension pertains to handling multiple attack types
with different levels of damage, requiring estimation
of parameters related to different attack types, their
relative frequencies, and the damage caused by each.
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